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Light paper 1.0

OVERVIEW
FIG is a community-driven platform that
allows users to reward their participation
and enjoyment. Use tokenomics power in
creative way and earn more tokens via
playing various games.
As a FIG team we combine the best of DeFi
and NFT to create a truly unique and eternal
gaming platform.
All items withing games and apps will be fully
secured by the FIG Token network.
Games and applications are constantly kept up
to date by our expert software developers in
order to ensure that users can use games and
applications uninterruptedly and ensure their
continuity.

GAMES
Monster Truck Wars – is an action war game
where players can play alone in Career mode
or play with their friends at the same time in
Multiplayer mode.

REWARDS
40% of ADVERTISING REVENUES will be shared
with the community. 10% as a Prize Contests-1st
player of the Month-Special Races-Various
Events. Team will buyback tokens with 30% of
advertising revenues and these tokens will be
burned. 60% of advertising revenues will be
reserved for use in company projects. Advertising
revenues will be distributed every month
excluding transaction fees.

TREASURY
Rewards will be given out of the treasury to the
best players of the month.
Players in TOP 10 will get 10$ worth of FIG tokens
to their wallet.

By purchasing dozens of different Monster
Vehicles in the game, you can improve their
Players in TOP 3 will get 20$ worth of FIG tokens
features, add weapon mechanisms , modify
to their wallet.
them and buy additional features (via FIG Token)

RULES
-Each player can play 10 games per day by
default
-For more games the user needs to hold an
amount of FIG Tokens in his wallet on the
platform.
Holding $50 or more worth of FIG = 10 games/day
Holding $100 or more worth of FIG = 50 games/day
Holding $150 or more worth of FIG = 100 games/day
Holding $300 or more worth of FIG = Unlimited games/-

TOKEN
ALLOCATION

ICO SALES
Start Date: 23/12/20
End Date: 01/04/21
Tokens sold on ICO Stage: 10.000.000 FIG

FOUNDATION
Tokens allocated for current team members
and future hires. Tokens are locked for 12
months period.

ICO SALES
Tokens reserved for:
-Marketing
-Promotions
-Collaborations -Future development
-Exchange listings

ROADMAP

